


Rather than staying silent as a form of commemoration and/or protest, the noise,
in contrast, is as much more effective. In our context this would mean: every day is
another opportunity to make noise for another gender and LGBTQ+ related issue.
This can also be combined with terms of visibility/invisibility. During this week we
want to emphasize on the need to smash patriarchy, and end the discrimination
based on sex, gender, sexual orientation and gender identity. There should be a
clear legislation against hate crimes throughout Europe, and effective protection
measures for those at risk. Same-sex marriages are not a crime. We stand for
marriage equality throughout the European Union. Reproductive rights must be
guaranteed for all people in Europe such as access to means of contraception and
safe and free abortion. We want combat the under-representation of women in
politics and the economy to ensure that a certain proportion of seats are occupied
by women in parliament, corporate management boards, government and other
levels of political and social life. We want effective measures to ensure not only
legal, but effective equality.

• Name: Photo series “Dress the Statues” (inspired by: IDAHOT) 
• Number of people: One person
• Material: Camera, Signs/poster, paints, other stuff  to cover the statues
• How/What: Cover  public  statues  in  your  local  area  with  posters/banners  like

“SMASH PATRIARCHY - FYEG”, “FIGHT SEXISM!”,  and spread them via the
internet!  Maybe  you  can  combine  it  with  the  Manifesto  demands.  E.g.  if
predominantly men are represented as important scholars at your university in
order to emphasize gender discrimination, etc. There are many things in your
everyday life.

• Name: “Same Sex Hand Holding Day”
• Number of people: Small group of people
• Material: Camera, Signs/banners, paints, eventually morph suits
• How/ What: A group of people meets, holding the hands of people of the same

sex,  holding  up  signs  claiming  equal  marriage,  equal  adoption  rights,  maybe
shouting something out like “Every love is equal!” or “Love knows no gender!”
You could also take pictures or videos of the action and put them online or send
them to us, so FYEG can compile and publish them as well. People could also do
this action in morph suits to kind of “hide” gender.

• Name: A flash mob "FYEG Sings Against Hate"
• Number of people: Large group of people 
• Material: a camera, rainbow umbrellas, speakers/ mp3 player, a banner, paints,

sheet of paper with the lyrics
• How/What: Collect a group of people (your member organizations, FYEG - staff,

young  MEP candidates,  people  at  seminars,  Ska  Keller  etc.),  and  film  them
singing the solidarity "worldwide chorus". A sing-in is a perfect way for addressing
issues. You can paint additionally banners stating the FYEG demands. Take a
look HERE how this action was already performed.

http://dayagainsthomophobia.org/we-are-all-molly-malones/%20
http://dayagainsthomophobia.org/see-videos-from-london%C2%B4s-2-musical-flashmobs/


Migration is natural to human beings. However many people 
have to migrate, because they have to leave their homes. War, 
Climate Change, Poverty, Persecution and many other horrible 
reasons often cause migration to European borders. Migration is 
not a crime, but freedom of movement is a human right. 
Therefore we want to stop all deportation and dissolve detention 
centers. We need a fair asylum system in Europe. Asylum 
seekers should be free and able to choose the country in which 
they want to apply for asylum; Therefore the current Dublin II 
regulations are not suitable for Europe. With the Syrian war, 
there are millions of refugees at the European and EU borders. 
We need to give shelter to them, and give them the possibility to 
integrate in our countries. Once people have migrated to 
European societies, they experience a lot of pressure. We stand 
for inclusion instead of assimilation. Migrants and migration is 
good for an open and changing society.

• Name: Quote the City        
• Number of people: One person/ small Group  
• Material:  Spray Chalk (if spray chalk isn’t legal in your country use normal one);

Templates (or good spraying skills)
• How/What: Spray Chalk stays until the next rain - you can spray Quotes from

Refugees;  Quotes from administrative application forms or just  sentences like
"No  one  is  illegal"  e.g.  on  the  floor  of  Bus  stops;  walls;  in  front  of  banks;
Supermarkets; where a lot of people cross.

       

• Name: No one is illegal
• Number of people: small group
• Material: Big piece of cloth, Paints, Flyers
• How/What: Lay the cloth on the ground in a public street and write in big letters

"NO ONE IS ILLEGAL" on it. Then invite people to colour their hands and put a
handprint on the cloth as a sign of solidarity and the value of diversity. Finally you
have a colourful banner, which you can use for pictures or future demonstrations.
Distribute flyers with more information on what "illegal immigrants" have to face in
Europe/your country.



• Name: Break Fortress Europe
• Number of people: Large group of people
• Material: fence (cardboard, or a big banner and wooden sticks, tape, scissors),

megaphone, flyers, water guns, posters
• How/What:  You  need  something  to  represent  Fortress  Europe  -  a  fence  or

something that looks like a wall. Some people should dress up like FRONTEX or
police members, others as migrants. The migrants will try to break through the
fence, but FRONTEX will shoot them with water guns and not let them in. More
and more "migrants" will gather, and finally will break the fortress - it should be
accompanied by a speech. Maybe involve passers-by in this action, ask them to
help you break the fortress.

This action could be combined it with the "no one is illegal" idea of collection people's
handprints on some banner - This time with the heading: “Break Fortress Europe” or
“Smash  Smart  Borders”  or  something  alike.  You  could  also  give  them  a  flyer  that
explains the problem and let them pass.



Austerity has brought to unemployment, destruction of welfare 
state, reduction of public expenditure, and privatized public 
services. We want to end the austerity measures that have driven
Europe into this deep crisis. Social objectives need to be 
included in the European treaties. Redistribution mechanisms 
stabilizing the economic imbalances in Europe need to be put in 
place. In the long run we need common social standards to stop 
the competition for the lowest social standards. We want an 
European-wide unconditional basic income as a tool for more 
fiscal and economic independence. Youth emancipation and 
youth unemployment are the key issue we want to stress on, and
make as a priority for the European Union. Young people should 
be guaranteed quality education and jobs, as well as future 
perspectives. Right to housing must be ensured for everybody.

• Name: “For my future I demand…”
• Number of people: One Person
• Materials: posters/sheet of papers, markers, a camera for pictures
• How/What: Photo action for Twitter/facebook: The person can take a picture with

a message representing one demand for a better social Europe. For example:
“For My Future I Demand. ... a sustainable economy that protects the people
and respects our planet!" or "... basic income for all!" or "...protection of essential
public services " Activist groups could go out during their election campaign, and
ask people in the street to take part in the action, provide them with paper and
pens, and take the picture for them (maybe in front of a banner if possible). If
people agree, we could add them to the Tweet with @(their name). This could
draw their/their followers' attention to our Twitter account, and maybe even lead
to more followers for us.

• Name: Unconditional Basic Income for ALL
• Number of people: small group
• Material: white board/ cardboard, markers, flyers 
• How/What: What would you do if you had an unconditional basic income? Place

a white board in the middle of the street,  and ask people to write down their
answers. “If you had 500 EUR per months granted, would you still do this job?”
Give people also flyers about the idea of basic income, and explain them more
about it.



• Name: No TTIP!
• Number of people: Large group
• Material: 2 (camping)  tables,  stuff  to  put  on  the  tables,  flyers  on  TTIP,

information on GMO products, banners, paints
• How/What:  Place two tables on the streets, on one of them, put a basket with

some local food and some different signs, held up by people saying “local organic
food”, “labour standards”, “consumer’s protection”, Have a sign “Europe without
TTIP”. On the other table there are pictures of GMO food, and writings like “free
banks”,  “chlorified  chicken”,  “infrastructure  privatization”  etc.  Have  the  sign
“Europe TTIP”. Ask pedestrians, which one they like more, and give them some
flyers/ info material. You can tell them also about the position of the Greens on
TTIP. 



The ability of European institutions and the decision-making 
architecture to be democratic and participatory, will determine on 
the future of the European project. If there are no substantial 
changes in the set-up of the European democratic system, it will 
not be possible to overcome the democratic deficit. We are 
advocating for a more democratic Europe. We want open, 
transparent, and participatory decision-making processes, which 
empower citizens to participate in debates and decisions in 
politics, companies, education system. We want to create of a 
better vision for Europe. A new Convention on the Future of 
Europe discussed, and democratically decided by the European 
citizens on what kind of future we want. This Convention should 
include a reform of the EU institutions based on democratic 
participation, transparency, and accountability. In addition the 
European citizens’ initiative should be strengthened, and ensure 
citizens’ voice is heard. We want to democratize the internet. We 
stand for a secure, free and open internet, through which citizens
can have free access to information, education and participation, 
and where free speech and media are respected.

• Name: Vote and Change Europe
• Number of people: 1 person
• Material: poster, markers
• How/What: Statements  why  we  should  vote,  and  what  we  want  to  change

towards one more democratic Europe: (take pictures of that and post them on
facebook). For example “I  VOTE, because young people have to be heard”; I
VOTE, because citizens’ voice matters”, “VOTE 16”, “I VOTE for secure, free and
open web” etc.

• Name: DataLove
• Number of people: small group of people
• Material:  big piece of paper for marriage contract, clothes for marriage, paper,

markers
• How/What: This action is meant to highlight the need of data protection. It could

be arranged as a wedding of a citizen together with state, with companies as
witnesses. The person marrying the couple should read out loud a contract that
will be signed between them with clear rules on privacy and mutual respect. At
the end the couple signs the contract, kisses and celebrates the DataLove. This
title should appear on some big banner there.



• Name: No more decisions behind closed doors
• Number of people: large group of people
• Material: poster, markers, megaphone, banner, paints, (masks with the faces of

some Commissioners and Barroso), baby mash or money, chairs, flayers
• How/What:  Flash mob on open, transparent, and participatory decision-making

processes  for  citizens.  Dressed  up  people  (the  Commission),  are  sitting  on
chairs. They are getting fed by 2 other people (maybe with baby mash), who are
from lobby organisations. Lobbyists could give them also money instead of baby
mash. Two people will hold a cardboard painted as a door. More people come
with posters with slogans: “No decision- making behind closed doors”; “Politics
are Everyone’s Interests!”, “We got the access to politics!”, “Vote for the Greens”,
“New Convention on the Future of Europe”. These people will also shake in their
hands keys as a symbol of opening the “closed doors”. Give flyers to the passers-
by.

 



Climate change has already caused hundreds of thousands of 
deaths, and millions of people have been become displaced, 
predominantly in developing countries. The EU must play a 
leading role in solving the climate crisis. Despite increased 
emissions, rising global temperatures and increases in extreme 
weather, European leaders seem reluctant to act decisively to 
prevent runaway climate change. We need to generate our 
energy within the European Union in an ecological, social and 
local manner. Energy transition from fossil fuel dependency to 
renewable energy is necessary. Nuclear power and fracking must
be abandoned. By investing in renewable energy and developing 
a European energy network, green jobs should be created. The 
European common agricultural policy should be reformed to be 
more sustainable. We need to guarantee the highest possible 
transparency in the food industry and strengthen consumer's 
rights. GMOs in agriculture, including labeling products from 
animal fed with GMO, must be banned. 

• Name: “Change the politicians not the climate”
• Number of people: One person
• Material: Camera, Info material on climate change and green energy
• How/What: Go out on the street with a camera and information papers. Ask the

people, what measures their government should take in order to fight against the
climate change, and to promote green energies and green jobs. Write down the
demands and take pictures with these people.

• Name: Climate Change and Global Justice Quiz      
• Number of people:  Small group
• Material: Flyers with a quiz printed on them, banner, paints
• How/What: Ask passers-by to take part in a short quiz, which is written on a flyer

(see example QUIZZ). You can also have some banners with good slogans.

The  quiz  answers’  score  will  show how  climate  friendly  people’s  lifestyle  is.
Passengers  will  be  given  also  flyers  explaining,  about  our  lifestyle  and  the
amount  of  carbon we  cause with  it,  how it  affects  the life  of  people  in  other
countries  (failing  harvests,  climate  catastrophes)  etc.  It  will  also  give  an
information what the Greens want to do to prevent it, and how we want to make
Europe more social to the rest of the world. The flayers could also contain tips
that everyone can follow in order to improve in their personal lives, and to prevent
global warming.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NghKRSKWavTdDt2FS6ZWXMsZnFd7hmCNMUnkWMNdBhI/edit


• Name: Let’s live bio-diversity – Vote Green! (GMO- Food / GMO-Crops)
• Number of people: Large group of people
• Material: banners, face paints, paints, megaphone, flayers,
• How/What:

In February 2014 the European Council of ministers authorized the introduction of
GMO-Maize 1507 in Europe. The aim of the action is to show the consequences
of  the  future  implementation  of  this  decision,  as  well  as  to  criticize  the
governments that voted upon it. You can draw 2 banners - one with green GMO
maize, and another with organic maize. Some of the participants in the action can
paint their faces - one group can do it in Green (the ones eating GMO food), and
the other group could paint their faces with flowers or more colours (as a symbol
of  the  organic  food).  A  couple  of  people  could  be  dressed  as  farmers.  The
farmers simulate a work, and the people with the painted faces will walk around
them happily. The moderator with a megaphone will explain about the decision
about the introduction of GMO-Maize 1507 in Europe. Then the people with the
Green painted faces will come, and the ones with colourful painted faces will die
(falling on the ground). The moderator will say a couple of words about the thread
of producing and eating GMO Food. Participants will also give away flayers with
information about it.

Any questions? Comments?

Get in touch with krassina@fyeg.org or campaign.coordinator@fyeg.org!

mailto:campaign.coordinator@fyeg.org
mailto:krassina@fyeg.org

